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Dent and Garsdale Parish Councils: Broadband Concerns 

1. Capital funding.  Fibre Garden (FG) has told residents that it has all the capital funding 

in place, but this may not be entirely accurate as it has yet to sign contracts with The 

Social Investment Bank, DEFRA and BDUK.  Furthermore, if Connecting Cumbria uses 

government funding for work in this area, then FG would not be eligible to receive it for 

the same properties, thus creating a shortfall. FG has not made clear how it would deal 

with this, nor what contingency plans it has for any cost overrun. Its reluctance to address 

these issues publicly, and to say how much it has actually secured, raises questions for 

the parish councils (PCs) about the robustness of FG’s finances. All capital funding offer 

letters are in place. Funders complete due diligence before signing final contracts. When all funders 

have completed their due diligence and see that all other funders are in the same position, all final 

contracts will be signed. Connecting Cumbria have to make the decision whether to use the 

government funding for work by BT for 45% of Dentdale (approx 1.2km around the centre of Dent) 

only, which is 37.6% of properties in Dentdale + Garsdale, or for work by Fibre Garden to create a full 

fibre network to 100% of Dentdale and Garsdale. Following due diligence which they are undertaking 

on Fibre Garden, their decision will be taken in the greater context of bringing superfast broadband to 

Cumbria.  If Connecting Cumbria uses the government funding for BT, 62.4% of Dentdale and Garsdale 

would be supplied with a minimum of 2Mbs by BT within no specified time frame and by no specified 

technology and Fibre Garden would cease to exist.  Fibre Garden would not have a shortfall as it 

would not be in existence.  

This is all in the public domain, both in Dentdale and Garsdale, and nationally. The build costs and 

amounts of capital funding offers received are all in the public domain and were also detailed in the 

Share Prospectus.  Fibre Garden are surprised that the Parish Councils are unaware of this as they 

have been present at meetings with both BT and Fibre Garden and been involved in subsequent 

correspondence where this situation has been explained at length. Offers from Fibre Garden to sit 

and talk with Dent Parish Council have been refused. Fibre Garden re-iterates its offer to sit and talk 

with any Members of either Parish Council who understands financial management and planning.  

In the event of an unforeseen cost overrun the Fibre GarDen board believes it will be well-

placed to get extended lines of credit from investors and partners. The Defra grant is 

notionally 50% of project costs and hence it may be that this would also extend to fund 50% 

of any cost overrun. Similarly it is reasonable to expect further community investors to come 

forward as construction is started, and further commercial loans could be gained against the 

capital value of the constructed network. 

2. Revenue funding.  In order to run the network and repay any loans, FG will need a 

sufficient revenue stream from the properties connected.  The PCs believe this would 

require a take-up rate of over 50% of all 539 properties to produce, but while the level of 

interest in both the share offer and the project as a whole appears to be well below this, 

FG will not release any figures to confirm or deny it. The PCs are concerned that FG 

would not have the finance needed to run and maintain the network.  FG’s refusal to 

release the data on which the PCs could make a judgement (in direct contrast to B4RN’s 

approach) does not give the PCs confidence in FG’s financial management. Fibre Garden 

is registered with the Information Commissioner under The Data Protection Act (1998). The results of 

the Share Offer are confidential to individual Members of Digital Dales (UK) Ltd. Take-up of the Share 

Offer is not a measure of interest in a full fibre network in Dentdale and Garsdale. Members of Digital 

Dales (UK) Ltd are those who feel able to contribute to the capital cost of building the network for 

their own benefit and for the benefit of those who are not able to contribute or those who do not 

wish to contribute. Fibre Garden is fulfilling its obligations under the DPA. Fibre Garden have been 

asked at various meetings and in particular at the Garsdale Parish Council meeting, what the take-up 

rate would be. Fibre Garden advised that ideally it would hope to secure 60% but the current financial 
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model indicated that 40% would be a minimum. The number of community investors, surveys and 

individual email questions (each one has been replied to individually) gives Fibre Garden confidence in 

being able to achieve the required minimum. Positive talks with neighbouring communities are also 

underway. However, no business can be certain of customer uptake and part of the due diligence of 

all the funders looks at this possibility in detail.  Fibre Garden is critically aware of the large number of 

community investors who have been  willing to risk their investment by investing in Fibre Garden. To 

this end, Fibre Garden will not spend any of the money until all pieces of the business plan are in 

place which means Fibre Garden will have all monies in place to build and commission the whole of 

the network.  This is in stark contrast to the B4RN approach of extending their network using revenue. 

This approach would not fit with the Fibre Garden aims of guaranteeing superfast broadband to 

everyone in the two dales who want it. Fibre Garden re-iterates its offer to sit, talk and explain to 

any Member of either Parish Council who understands financial management, planning and risk 

management.  

3. Open access or monopoly status.   Although FG states that its network would be open 

to any ISP, BT has stated publicly it will not do use it, and it is likely that other major ISPs 

would follow suit.  This would leave residents unable to access the combined internet and 

TV packages offered by these larger ISPs elsewhere in the country.  FG has also stated 

publicly that it believes telephony providers will count as ISPs when assessing whether or 

not its network is open access, which suggests to the PCs that it is looking for ways to 

fulfil the letter rather than the spirit of the open access requirement. This has been answered 

many times on the Fibre Garden blog and in Fibre Garden information emails. The ISP market is 

rapidly changing with new players entering the market  or a group of ISP’s becoming big enough to 

make it viable for them. Ultimately Fibre Garden expect to be able to offer a wide range of ISPs. 

Initially Fibre Garden expect to offer their own broadband service packages, effectively operating as 

an internet service provider (ISP), simply because other ISPs are reluctant to invest in gearing services 

for networks that are not yet built. The Fibre Garden network is a full 'Open Access' network and 

Fibre Garden fully expect that there will be other ISPs offering their services over our network within 

a year or two of the network starting to operate. The physical design of the Fibre Garden network is 

more open than, for example, BT, and allows us to offer both virtual and physical open access which is 

something other ISP’s are not prepared to do. Our spirit and ambition is to offer more choice than 

competitors, but in order to offer choice you first need to have a network capable of providing 

services. TV services need fast broadband that 62.4% of Dentdale and Garsdale cannot and will not 

get without Fibre Garden providing a fibre network.  

4. Charges.  FG’s proposed charges are £30 per month for a 30 Mbps connection and £50 

per month for a 100 Mbps connection, with a free basic telephony service and the 

opportunity to upgrade this to the same quality as a good BT line for an additional £2 to 

£3 per month.  FG has not made clear how it would be able to match any future 

reductions in charges by nationally based ISPs – indeed, with an effective monopoly and 

a need to generate revenue, the PCs believe it would have no financial incentive to do 

so.  This is a community project with the majority of shareholders living in the community so they 

have the control over the company and  its financial obligations.  Fibre Garden now consists of a large 

number of Members  and is not just the Board of Directors. 

5. Backhaul.  FG is dependent on Network Rail to provide backhaul, but as this is only 

guaranteed for the first five years, it does not appear to be very secure.  FG has not 

made clear whether any extension of the arrangement would be for Network Rail to 

decide unilaterally, at a price determined by them.  It seems likely that FG’s bargaining 

position would not be a strong one, and the PCs do not feel that a project that might last 

only five years should be regarded as sustainable. Network Rail has indicated that they would 

be willing to offer Fibre Garden a longer contract if required but with alternative backhaul supplies 

now not being out of the question and backhaul rates falling, it would most likely not be in our 

interests to sign up to a longer contract at this stage. Fibre Garden believe this is the correct strategy 
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and re-iterates its offer to sit, talk and explain to any Member of either Parish Council who 

understands financial management, planning and risk management.  

6. Wayleaves.  When FG announced it had raised sufficient funds from its share offer, it 

had not obtained wayleave agreements.  Land in the two dales is owned by a large 

number of people, and the PCs know of a number who have expressed their opposition 

to the project.  As the project’s viability is based on landowners granting free wayleaves, 

FG has not been open about the exact number of landowners who have agreed in 

principle to grant wayleaves, nor the exact number it still needs to negotiate with.  FG has 

also been silent about the increased the costs and difficulties in completing the network 

build that any opposition could create.  It is thus not clear to the PCs whether FG has a 

strategy to overcome this potentially major obstacle to the project. Fibre Garden now has 

complete land ownership maps for the whole of Dentdale and land ownership maps for 

Garsdale are in progress. Fibre Garden is in talks with, and securing wayleaves with, 

individual landowners as to the exact route of the network. Fibre Garden is registered with 

the Information Commissioner under the Data Protection Act 1998 and these talks are on a 

private basis with individual landowners. Fibre Garden is therefore not able to divulge 

information concerning land ownership or wayleaves. The Fibre Garden network will be 

approximately 60km in length. An individual landowner is, of course, free to divulge 

information concerning their own land ownership and wayleaves if they wish to do so. 

Where an individual landowner does not wish to grant a free wayleave, the network route 

will have to be adapted accordingly. This will obviously have an impact on any properties on 

the land or properties accessed across this land with no alternative access, being able to be 

on the network. This is an area where the Parish Councils might like to be active in 

overcoming this challenge where it is met. 

7. Relationship with the community.  Although FG is keen to stress that it is running a 

community project, and communicates electronically with those who support it, the 

company has a relatively low level of direct engagement with the rest of the community.  

The PCs are concerned that a lack of information is putting the project in jeopardy, by 

creating a growing suspicion that things are being hidden.  If residents lose confidence in 

FG, it will affect the take-up of service and the company’s longer term sustainability. Fibre 

Garden have communicated directly with every resident of both communities through mailouts a 

number of times. Email and blog/website contains all the up to date information.  Anyone is free to 

contact us directly and this should be known by every household in the two dales. Our email 

communication is not just with “those who support it” but with all those who register. Ironically, 

some of our supporters in the community do not currently have email due to a lack of broadband and 

they have all received individual telephone calls when requested and when necessary. Fibre Garden 

would challenge the Parish Councils to demonstrate when there has ever been a project with more 

communication.  Fibre Garden is confused as to how this concern has arisen as the Parish Councils are 

not in a position to know the level of direct engagement between Fibre Garden and individual 

members of the community and rather it reflects the low level of direct engagement the Parish 

Councils have had with Fibre Garden in refusing to meet with them. 

8. Role of contractors.  The ITS Technology group has contributed £70,000 to the project, 

but it is not clear why they have done this, how they hope to benefit, or what influence 

they will have on board decisions.   The PCs’ are concerned whether this level of 

investment will give ITS any influence over the board’s decisions, as this could affect how 

the project is perceived by residents, resulting in a lower take up rate for the service. The 

support of a specialist technology partner such as ITS is not uncommon and other community projects 

have enjoyed and needed support of this nature. Their investment is only 10.8% of the overall costs 

so no overall control is available to them. If the Parish Councils would like to invest the £70,000, Fibre 

Garden would have no need to ask ITS. 
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9. Awareness of risk.  The PCs believe that much of the above demonstrates a lack of 

openness on FG’s part, particularly about any risks to the project.  They are concerned 

that this may reflect a poor attitude to risk assessment in the company that could 

seriously jeopardise the sustainability of the project over the longer term. Fibre Garden has 

had to submit risk assessments to DEFRA in order to secure their funding offer. These risk 

assessments have been deemed robust enough by DEFRA. Fibre Garden is critically aware of the large 

number of community investors who have been willing to risk their investment by investing in Fibre 

Garden. To this end, Fibre Garden will not spend any of the money until all pieces of the business plan 

are in place which means Fibre Garden will have all monies in place to build and commission the 

whole of the network. 

10. Long term sustainability of the FG board. During a meeting with Garsdale PC it was 

stated by FG that the board had to be re-elected every 12 months and that each board 

member could only be elected 3 times (3 years). Therefore the PC’s have concerns that, 

if insufficient people are prepared to stand on the board, the whole management will be 

lost and it is unclear how the project would continue to operate. Directors of Digital Dales 

(UK) Ltd may return to the Board after a break of one year. There is now a large pool of members of 

Digital Dales (UK) Ltd. The global specialist technology partner, ITS, will be under contract for network 

management and maintenance once they have completed the project management and network 

build.  Fibre Garden do not feel that this will be an issue.  

11. On-line security. The government has placed a duty on the main internet providers to 

install family filters on their systems to allow users to block inappropriate material from 

being accessed by children. Small ISP’s are reported not to be doing similar based on 

cost and some say freedom of speech. Many residents feel that this filter system is very 

important as it is not always possible to see what children are accessing on line. The 

current ranges of filters tend to be too restrictive and make it impossible to access some 

legitimate web site. This is not an issue to do with Fibre Garden so Fibre Garden is confused as to 

why this appears here. On one hand the Parish Councils are looking for filters, on the other hand they 

state filters are too restrictive. The filter chosen by an ISP does not have to be the filter a user uses. 

There are many filters available on the internet. Some filters can be over-aggressive, some under-

protective. An individual has the personal responsibility to choose a filter which suits their own 

circumstances. The Parish Council is therefore suggesting here that the majority of the community 

should not have access to superfast broadband so that the minority who would receive superfast 

broadband through BT might not have to go to the effort of researching which filters work best for 

them but instead can trust in the filter of their chosen ISP, which seems to be giving them the issues 

they report here. 

12. Regulation.  FG has stated publicly that it does not expect to be regulated by OFCOM, 

and is suggesting that self-regulation by the FG board will be sufficient. If this is true, the 

PCs are concerned that their residents could be dependent on an unregulated service for 

their broadband. OFCOM will regulate Fibre Garden if it deems it necessary or appropriate. 

BT are not regulated by OFCOM for fibre line access. Fibre Garden would be regulated by its 

large number of community shareholders, not just the Board. 

13. Flexibility.  At the meeting between the PCs, BT and Fibre Garden on 19
th
 December, 

both PCs stated that their preferred option would be for BT and FG to provide a joint 

broadband solution, and both organisations agreed to consider this.  Although BT is still 

prepared to discuss this, FG has apparently decided not to do so.  Without an 

explanation of this decision from FG, the PCs are worried that it has dismissed the idea 

without giving it full consideration.  This does not give them confidence in FG’s ability to 

respond calmly and unemotionally to a changing situation, qualities which they believe 

are necessary to run a successful and sustainable enterprise. This is entirely untrue and BT, 

both Parish Councils and the Chair of Dent Parish Council have received correspondence as to the 

reasons why a joint broadband solution is not possible, for reasons completely out of Fibre Garden’s 
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control. Fibre Garden has received no reply from BT suggesting they are still prepared to discuss this. 

The last communication from BT stated that they did not wish to work with Fibre Garden until Fibre 

Garden ceased to exist (!) Fibre garden has given full consideration to this option and reiterates its 

offer to sit and talk to any member of either Parish Council who understands financial planning. The 

reasons in the letter to BT are replicated here so the Parish Councils are not inconvenienced by having 

to look through the detail of their emails. 

The conclusion of the meeting was for Fibre GarDen and BT to look at the possibility of a joint 

provision of super-fast broadband in both Garsdale and Dentdale. Fibre Garden took this as a serious 

option to ensure that everyone in both Dales could receive super-fast broadband with BT providing 

FTTC with copper to the premises, focused on the centre of Dent and immediate surround, and Fibre 

GarDen providing FTTP to the remaining properties. 

Whilst technically possible, there are two barriers that prevent BT and Fibre Garden from doing this. 

Firstly, should Fibre Garden provide FTTP to the properties outside the centre of Dent and immediate 

surround, the Fibre Garden financial model would no longer be viable by taking out a good number of 

potential subscribers to a Fibre GarDen service, even with a reduced build cost. BT raised the exact 

same concerns regarding BT's network build in an email of 18th December. 

Secondly, Fibre Garden are prevented by current funding sources from building the network and then 

handing it over to BT to own, manage, maintain and provide services over.  

The only other option would be to abandon the current Fibre GarDen project and let the Parish 

Councils or other community leaders, form and run a community build project outside the centre of 

Dent and immediate surround but Fibre Garden doubt this would be forthcoming and this would be 

going back to the start and securing all the relevant volunteers to manage this with no guarantee that 

sufficient private funds could be secured to deliver.  

Therefore, if Fibre Garden ceases to exist because the Parish Councils wish to pursue the BT option of 

superfast broadband to the centre of Dent and its immediate surrounds, the result will be the current 

planned provision under the Connecting Cumbria project for the two Dales (45% of Dentdale and 0% 

of Garsdale). Fibre Garden do not believe this is acceptable and would look to the Parish Councils, 

particularly Garsdale Parish Council as 0% of Garsdale would receive superfast broadband from BT,  to 

explain to all the residents of both dales why it is focussing on the 37.6% minority of both dales. 

Instead, the intentions expressed at the meeting can be achieved through: 

-       ensuring that all networks provided either by BT or Fibre GarDen that use public funds are Open 

Access, thus enabling any customer with a choice of ISP 

-       ensuring the contracts for build and operation of networks using public funds contain provisions to 

secure their ongoing upgradeability. 

Fibre Garden has discussed these options with both DEFRA and the Connecting Cumbria Project who 

are in full agreement that the current Fibre GarDen project should proceed in its full form. The 

Connecting Cumbria Project is to ensure that appropriate contracts are in place with ITS that provide 

for a build to required standards and ongoing network management, marketing and viability with exit 

strategies, should they be required. Whilst this may not be the outcome BT was looking for, Fibre 

GarDen would still wish to work closely with BT where appropriate, for the benefit of the 

communities in both Garsdale and Dentdale. 

 


